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Little Owl

In our e-book, Glass Painting Techniques & 

Secrets from an English Stained Glass Studio, 

you discover a method of painting many layers 

of stained glass paint on top of one another and 

then firing your glass just once.

But we’ve said all along that there are 
many different ways of doing things: there 
is no such thing as “the” correct way to 
paint stained glass.

In our studio, sometimes we soften 
lines (as described in Part 3), sometimes 
we don’t.

We sometimes paint with oil on top of 
water-based paint, sometimes we don’t.

We sometimes do all our painting in 
just one firing ... but sometimes we want to 
build up such depth and intensity that we 
paint and fire, paint and fire, paint and fire. 
And there’s nothing wrong with that if that 
is what is needed by the design.

This is very different from the situation 
where someone uses a technique because it 
is the only technique that they know how 
to use!

Now, in this particular project, we fire 
the glass three times.

But you don’t have to do the same as 
us.

Perhaps you’ll be happy with just one 
firing (steps � to �4). 

Or with two firings (steps � to 22). 
Or with three, or even four.
That’s for you to judge and decide.

Rock ‘n’ Roll ...

But, in this project, we especially want to 

show you how sequences can be repeated and 

combined in different ways. And these sequences 

are all ones which you already know.

That’s what we mean by “rock ’n’ roll”.
There are many different sequences. 

The more you know, the better. With any 
particular design, you consider it carefully 
and, from your repertoire, you choose the 
techniques you want to use.

Let’s look at this point in detail.
When you’ve read through the next 

section, you’ll probably want to look at the 
photographic sequence, and then return to 
the next section and read it once again.

Analysis

In our e-book, Glass Painting Techniques & 

Secrets from an English Stained Glass Studio, 

here’s the typical sequence of events:

Paint a light-coloured undercoat.�.

Copy-trace the main lines.
Reinforce the main lines.
Soften and blend the main lines.
Trace minor details.
Shade and trace on the reverse of the 

glass as required.
Oil paint on the front of the glass.
Fire the glass.
In this project in front of you now, 

you’ll assemble things differently, and also 
show you variations on things you’ve seen 
before.

Here’s how.
You’ll see that, in this project, we don’t 

soften the tracing lines. 
Rather, we copy-trace and strengthen 

the them (steps 3 and 4) – and here it is 
absolutely essential to use dry and sticky 
paint to do this detailed tracing – and 
then  (after flooding and highlighting) we 
straightaway paint an oil-based wash and 
oil-based shadows (steps 8 and 9): so now 
it’s the oil-based paint that we soften (steps 
�0 and ��).

Then, after the first firing, we soften 
water-based shadows which we have made 
with a large tracing brush (steps �5 to �8), 
whereas, in other projects, we’ve always 
softened lines that were made with a small 
or medium tracing brush. 

And here take note that we don’t even 
reinforce the water-based shadows: we just 
soften them straightaway with a wash then 
blend them gently.

Be comforted by this: when you soften 
these water-based shadows, there is very 
little to be anxious about. That is because 
the glass has just been fired for the first 
time. So, if you don’t like the shadows and 
blending, you can just wipe them off and 
start again.

Also observe the following point: in 
the steps leading to the second firing, we 
repeat the oil-based shading exactly as we 
did it for the first firing. The point is that we 
want to build up and develop a particular 
impression of depth within the shadows 
on the glass. We want shadows on top of 
other shadows. But not exactly on top of 
one another: just more or less: this helps to 
create depth. And depth is just what glass 
needs. That’s why we paint on it.

You’ll also see that the highlights 
are picked out several times. We do this 
carefully, but it’s inevitable that, when 
we “reinstate” a highlight – that is, when 
we pick it out a second and a third time 
– there are some small differences. And 
these differences are important: they make 
the painting live. They make the feathers 
shimmer. They make the eyes gleam.

Glass painting isn’t surgery, after all. 

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

(And we know the surgeons amongst our 
readers are glad about this – probably 
as glad as the non-surgeons are, but in a 
different way).

Another point you’ll see is that, just 
before the third firing, we cover the entire 
surface of the glass with the lightest, 
thinnest wash of oil-based paint. We do 
this for two reasons:

When water-based paint is top-most, a 
significant amount of darkness is lost in the 
firing. But, by coating everything with oil – 
even with a thin wash of oil – the darkness 
is retained (which is what we want). 

We (personally) like the smooth surface 
which is produced by this final coat of oil.

One last point: however many firings 
you do, you’ll need to clean your glass 
thoroughly after each one. It’s surprising 
how much cleaning the glass needs after 
it’s been fired.

Onto the dance floor
So now, look at the step-by-step 

photographs.
Contemplate the sequences that we 

have used.
And then decide what YOU want to do.
It’s up to you.
After all, unlike rock ‘n’ roll (and 

surgery), you can paint glass on your own.

Barn Owl and Tawny Owl

In this guide you’ll also find designs and 

summaries for the first firing of the barn owl and 

the tawny owl.

�.

2.
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Flat wide brushes for the undercoat and for 
softening lines.

Flat wide blenders for blending and softening 
water-based paint.

Small round-headed blenders for blending 
and softening oil-based paint.

Various thin tracing brushes. Various large tracing brushes. Various scrubs, stipplers, sticks and 
needles.

Also:
Oil-based paint;
Paper tissue;
Kiln;
Controller;
Glass.

•
•
•
•
•

Light box, paint palettes, covers, water, 
palette knives, water-based paint (our 
usual mixture of tracing black and tracing 
red).
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�. Choose and cut the glass. Clean it thoroughly 
on both sides and around the edges.

2. Cover the whole surface of the glass with an 
undercoat of light-coloured  paint. As needed, 
blend it while it is still wet. 

3, When the undercoat is dry, place the glass on top of the design, Prepare some light-coloured glass 
paint. Copy-trace the main details. Use dry and sticky paint as we suggest. Take your time: there is no 
rush. Rest often. Re-mix your paint as needed. Let the paint dry.

5. Mix some paint for flooding (see Part 2): flood 
around the head. Let the paint dry.

4. Remove the design from beneath the glass. From now on, keep it on one side. Mix some medium-
density glass paint. Strengthen and thicken lines as you see here. Let the paint dry.

6. Use sticks and needles to pick out highlights 
around the eyes and beak.
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8. As described in Part 6, prepare some oil-based 
glass paint, cover the entire surface of the glass 
with a wash of thin, light oil-based paint.

7. Continue picking out highlights around feathers and on top of the head. 9. Prepare a medium-dark blend of oil-based 
paint. Use it to paint shadows like these.

�0. Take a round-headed blender. Carefully and 
lightly blend the oil shadows into the oil tone 
beneath.

��. Continue blending ... �2. ... until the oil shadows are soft and placed exactly where we want them.
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�4. Fire the glass for the first time: this is how it 
looks once fired. Clean your glass thoroughly.

�3. Leave the oil-based paint to dry overnight. Then use sticks and needles to reinstate the highlights. 
At this point, also carefully use scrubs.

�5. Begin again with water-based paint. Take a 
large tracing brush. Paint more shadows. Let 
them dry.

�6. Cover the entire surface of the glass with a 
wash of light-coloured water-based paint.

�7. While the wash is still wet ... �8. ... take your blender and merge the shadows 
with the wash.

�9. This is what the glass looks like away from 
the light box! But, on your light box, things 
appear completely different ...

20. Repeat steps 8 and 9: paint a light-coloured 
oil-based wash and then paint some medium-dark 
oil-based shadows. And then ...

2�. Blend the oil-based shadows until they are 
smooth. Let the paint dry. Use sticks and scrubs 
to pick out highlights again.
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23. As needed, use water-based paint and repeat 
steps �5 - �8.

22. Fire the owl a second time: this is ours now. Once fired, clean your glass thoroughly. 24. Away from the light box, the owl looks like 
this.

25. Back on the light box, use sticks, needles and 
scrubs to reinstate the highlights.

26. Before firing, cover the entire surface of the glass with the thinnest, lightest wash of oil-based 
paint. Fire the glass for a third time: ours came out like this. That’s it.
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2. Stregthen and thicken.

�. Copy-trace. 3. Flood.

4. Highlight.

5. Highlight. 6. Soften highlights.
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7. Light, thin oil wash.

8. Oil shadows 9. Soften oil shadows. Leave to dry.

�0. Reinstate highlights. ��. Fired glass
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2. Strengthen and thicken.

�. Tawny owl: copy-trace. 3. Flood.

4. Highlight.

5. Highlight. 6. Highlight.
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8. Light oil wash.

7. Soften highlights. 9. Oil shadows.

�0. Blend and soften oil shadows.

��. Softened and blended. �2. Reinstate highlights and fire.
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Conclusion

thank you for downloading this project. We 

hope you enjoy painting it. 

If you have questions, please email us 
at studio@realglasspainting.com. and we’ll 
always do our best to help.

Glass painting courses

We run glass painting courses at our studio. 

These courses are in small groups of no more 

than six students. That way, with two of us 

to teach, you’ll get truly individual attention. 

We prepare the designs and course-contents 

beforehand so that everything is tailored to your 

requirements. We concentrate on techniques 

rather than artistic expression so that you’ll 

leave us with a thoroughly practical grounding 

in glass painting essentials. 

For full details, see www.
williamsandbyrne.com.

Using the designs

to change the size of a design and its resolution, 

copy the design to a different application such 

as Adobe Photoshop or Ulead PhotoImpact and 

make your changes there.

To copy the design to a different 
application, click on the Select Tool to 
activate it.

Note: do not use the Snapshot Tool, 
because this may decrease the resolution 
and print-quality of the design.

Place the Select Tool over one corner of 
the image: the pointer changes to a cross-
hair. This means that the pointer is now in 
image-selection mode.

Click the image and drag the box around 
it.

Note: to deselect an image and start 
again, click outside the selected image.

When you have dragged the box 
around the image, right-click (Windows) 
or Control-click (Mac OS) and choose Copy 
Image to Clipboard.

You can now paste the design into a 
different application: open the application 
and a new window, then right-click 
(Windows) or Control-click and choose 
Paste. 

Important: also specify 300 dpi for the 
resolution.

Printing

to get the best results on printed paper, always 

change your printing preferences to “Text and 

Image” or to “Photo” as appropriate. 

Also use the best paper that you can.

Legal notices

Terms and conditions

For full terms and conditions, please see 

here..

All rights reserved

no part of this publication may be 

reproduced or transmitted in any form or by 

any means, electronic or  mechanical, including 

photocopying, recording, or by any information 

storage and retrieval system without the 

prior written permission of Williams & Byrne 

Techniques Limited.

Notice of liability
The information in this publication is 

designed to provide information about the 
kiln-fired glass painting techniques used 
by Williams & Byrne Techniques Limited. 
Every effort has been made to make the 
publication as complete and accurate 
as possible but no warranty of fitness is 
implied. The information is provided on 
an “as is” basis without warranty. While 
every precaution has been taken in the 
preparation of the publication, Williams & 
Byrne Techniques Limited, their employees 
or associates shall not have any liability 
to any person or entity with respect to 
liability, loss, or damage caused or alleged 
to be caused directly or indirectly by the 
information contained in the publication 
or by the products described or mentioned 
therein. See the online terms and conditions 
for full details.
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